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Holocaust survivor speaks in Grand Forks
By Olivia Longie/Hennen
Staff Writer
On April 5th, Marion Blumenthal
Lazan visited the Grand Forks Public
Library to speak about her time spent
in Bergen-Belsen concentration camp
in Germany. With her she brought her
husband Nathaniel, and copies of her
book, Four Perfect Pebbles, recalling The
Holocaust through her then childhood
eyes.
At age six she was taken to BergenBelsen along with her family and spent
the next four years of her young life
there. In the midst of war, before Nazis
took her family away, they decided to
immigrate to the United States. They
had everything ready, but were taken to
Bergen-Belsen just one month before their
intended departure. Standing erectly near
the back of the library in front of the large
crowd that gathered to hear her speak, she
recalled only being able to take a knapsack
with her on the train that she remembered
so vividly; they had to leave everything
else behind.
She was taken to the women’s side of
the camp with her mother, while her elder
brother and father were taken to the other
side of the camp. For this, she expressed
an incredible amount of gratitude, which
we were all in awe of; before even
beginning to recall her time spent in the
horri¿c camp, she told us how grateful
she was for not being separated from her
mother. She was bunked with her mother,
and her brother with their father. Her
gratitude for the bunking arrangements
was one of the ¿rst things she expressed
and that shows something quite powerful
about this woman and her incredible
character.
There was one recollection of a
time in bed with her mother where they
secretly made soup out of scraps of food
they’d been saving. As her mother had
just astonishingly got the soup to boil,

a Nazi guard walked in for a random
check. While hiding the ‘contraband’ her
mother spilled the soup on her daughter’s
leg. The situation with the guards was
averted, but her leg was burned badly.
Being that she and her family were put
into Bergen-Belsen, she was in the same
camp as Anne and Margot Frank, who
both died of typhus days before the camp’s
liberation. Typhus is a contagious disease
caused by excess ¿lth, and involves full
body lice; you were the exception if you
did not contract typhus or another similar
disease. Marion Blumenthal Lazan also
contracted typhus, along with her burned
leg that would not heal. The wound was
unable to heal in the dirty environment
of the camp and eventually had lice
burrowing themselves in it.
After the camp was ¿nally liberated,
she was taken to a hospital and given
medication for the burn, although they
thought the chance of having to amputate
her leg was high. Miraculously her

body took the
medication
excellently and
she was able to
keep her leg and
use it normally.
After she
¿nished recalling
the horror,
she spoke to
the attentive
Marion Blumenthal Lazan
audience about
tolerance and kindness--it was at this point
that I became teary. She repeatedly stressed
the importance of being kind to your fellow
human beings and being aware of modern
issues of injustice, because neutrality in
situations of oppression ultimately supports
the oppressor.
In addition to advocating for the human
decency that people often forget to use,
she continually conveyed her gratitude
and unfailing faith to God. A genuinely
incredible woman, almost otherworldly,
ethereal. While making her way to the
microphone, she lightly touched my
shoulder and said, “thank you all so much
for coming” as though we were the ones
that deserved a thank you.
Something that makes her story
especially real to me is the fact that, as
mentioned before, she was in the same
camp and at the same time as Anne Frank.
She even mentioned at one point how it
could be Anne Frank speaking to us had
she not died. Her brief mention of this
stuck me with a feeling that I believe I
will always be able to recall. It indicated
the basic fact that The Holocaust wasn’t
that long ago, really. A thought that is both
mystifying and horrifying.
She leads a happy, and normal life
now, with the exception of the traveling
done to inform the modern public of her
story and the need for kindness--one of
the most powerful forces in the world. She
has a sweet, sweet husband as mentioned

earlier along with children, grandchildren,
and great grandchildren. It’s almost painful
to think about the prodigious amount of
people that surrounded her in the camp and
died before they were able to recover and
create a new life. Six million people died
brutal deaths for no reason: for arrogance.
For this reason and many others I ¿nd it
wholeheartedly egregious when young
people create and distribute ‘jokes’ about
The Holocaust and all the lives that were
unjustly taken. There isn’t much to say
about it other than don’t. It’s in beyond bad
taste and it isn’t funny.
I am immensely grateful for this
opportunity that I’ve been given--we
are the last generation that will live
amongst Holocaust survivors. We must do
everything we can to hear their stories.
Lastly, I would like to make a quick
plug for Mr. Myrold’s Great Wars class.
It is there where I was informed of this
once in a lifetime opportunity. In addition
to that, I’ve learned a considerable
amount of information about wars that I
otherwise would never be aware of. I’ve
been exposed to war conditions and I have
developed a deeper sense of empathy for
soldiers of the past as well as modern
troops.
I’d also like to mention my exposure to
war poetry via this class. I very much enjoy
poetry, but I would have never picked up
war poetry on my own. However, since it
was an assignment, I had to and for it I am
grateful. It’s heart wrenchingly beautiful
and provides a clearer picture into the
civilian lives of soldiers, as they are often
dehumanized. The Great Wars is a semester
class that I would 100% recommend taking
during your time here. One would think
you would have to be interested in war
to appreciate it, but that isn’t the case.
The class in general, along with Marion
Blumenthal Lazan’s talk, are things that
will stick out in my mind for what I
anticipate to be a prolonged period of time.
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Letters to the Editor
Headphones should
be allowed in school

It’s the end of the quarter and you’re
cramming to get a paper done! But it’s
literally impossible to focus because six
students are talking and packing up their
stuff. You ask your teacher if you can
please put your headphones in so you can
focus, but she can’t let you. You know the
rules just as well as she does. But why?
Why can’t you listen to your headphones
with the teacher’s permission? Why
can’t you listen to you headphones in the
commons?
To get opinions from a teacher
standpoint, I sent out a list of questions
to various teachers on staff asking them
to give their opinion on the subject. The
¿rst question I asked was, “Are you aware
of the policy at this school regarding
students using headphones?” Surprisingly
several teachers are unaware that there
is even a policy. The ones that answered
“yes” believe that the policy says no
headphones anywhere anytime period.
The next question was “What is the reason
behind this policy and it being enforced
so strictly?” The main answer for this was
that there would be no control of what
music is listened to and the school does
not want to get it into trouble with parents.
Some also said that student may not be
aware of an emergency or important
message. I then asked, “What is your
opinion on the policy? Most all teachers I
interviewed believe that it should be left
up to the teachers on whether they should
allow headphones in their classroom.
In my personal experience and in
several teachers’ experiences, students
are able to focus and work better while
listening to music. If a student is sitting
in class working without distraction from
two other students talking about Xbox,
the car alarm ringing out the window or
even the ticking of the air conditioner,
then obviously they are less likely to get
work done in class There are a million
different things that can get into a students
head when they’re working. Having
headphones on isn’t a perfect solution to
this problem, but it is simple and easy. If
a teacher thinks letting students listen to

headphones would be bene¿cial shouldn’t
that teacher’s judgment be trusted?
Music in itself is a great way to stay
alert during something to that is otherwise
boring. It affects the body’s sympathetic
nervous system and has the strange ability
to get someone moving. If it’s a proven
fact that music can motivate someone,
then why shouldn’t students be able to sit
in the commons plug in their earbuds and
do some homework during a free hour?
Students should be able listen to music
in the commons. Teachers should have the
choice to let students use them or not.
Matt Orr, Senior

Lunch period
should be longer

Imagine a teen in school that was
going out to eat to lunch. He took about 5
minutes to get to the restaurant and now he
has to go to the bathroom, which will take
another 2 or 3 minutes off of his lunch. He
hasn’t even ordered any kind of food and
he already 10 minutes of 25 minutes has
passed in his lunch time. That means he
has about 15 minutes to order his food, eat
it, and head back to school but he probably
will be late for his next class. With his
short lunch time he normally is late or
coming in seconds before the bell rings.
Almost everyday I feel like this student
because of the short time we have to eat.
At my old school I had about 35 minutes
for lunch and pretty much everyone would
¿nish all their food and not feel rushed in
anyway. I also felt more relaxed and felt I
had a decent break from school unlike now
where I feel everything is a very big rush.
On the other hand there are people
that just eat at school and still feel rushed.
Why? Because they are still excepted to
stand in line, get their lunch, eat, go to the
bathroom, and have everything ready for
the next class in 25 minutes plus the tardy
bell.
Researchers say,” That when people
eat quickly, they consume more calories,
enjoy the meal less and feel hungrier an
hour later” “&utting Short Lunch Time
in School May Lead to Obesity” . (ven
now that the kids have to eat/have some
fruits or vegetables, because it’s healthier,
it takes more time to chew the raw fruits/

vegetables. That’s why most kids eat the
chicken nuggets or hamburger they have
¿rst because they can ¿nish them and
probably can’t ¿nish the hamburger. Other
countries around the world have longer
lunch periods. French schools have about
1-2 hours and in Spain only about 20%
of students eat school lunch provided
at school. The majority of the 80% go
home and eat, some take naps afterwards
“School Lunch in Spain” .
Most kids don’t eat the school lunches
if they feel they don’t have time. The
students instead try to get fast food,
something out of the vending machine, or
not eat at all. So if we are trying change the
obese image of America, starting with the
kids, how are we suppose to do that when
we have short lunch periods which actually
is making them fatter?
By Minnesota Morgan, Senior

Last Chance to
Order a 20132014 Yearbook
The last day to pre-order
a yearbook is also May
1st. The cost is $50 and the
order can be placed with
0DUVKDLQWKHPDLQRIÀFH
Checks can be written to
Grand Forks Central. Preordering is the only way to
guareentee a book. Extras
usually sell out in one day
and cost $5 more.
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Journalism II: Kyle Terrill, Olivia Longie-Hennen, Fatema Suleiman,
Bradley Dawson, Alyssa Black
Journalism I: Gracie Dahlen, Lizzy Dorner, Mackenzie Ellingson, James
Fournier, Krystal Hofherr, Lauren Kiley, Kodi LaBelle, Whitney Longie,
Savana Middleton, Heather Riggle, Brady Terrill
Adviser: Mr. Matt Berglund
Mission Statement
“At Grand Forks Central will build character, provide opportunities and strive
IRUH[FHOOHQFH2XURIÀFLDOVFKRROQHZVSDSHUWKH&HQWUDOLDQLQFRUSRUDWHVWKHVH
virtues to provide a fair, honest, accurate, and comprehensive account of events
and issues.”
Editorial Policy
The Centralian, founded in 1923, is the student newspaper of Grand Forks Central High School, acting as a public forum for student views.
Opinion columns are the personal viewpoints of the individual writers and do
QRWQHFHVVDULO\UHÁHFWWKHRSLQLRQRIWKH&HQWUDOLDQRUWKHVFKRRO/HWWHUVWRWKH
editors must be written by current students and be signed. The content of the
Centralian does not represent the policies, beliefs, or opinions of the Grand Forks
Central administration. However, content is subject to prior review by the adminstration who ultimately decides what is published.
The Centralian is produced by the Journalism I, II, and III classes at Grand Forks
Central and distributed free to all Central students and staff members. Articles by
contributing student writers not enrolled in Journalism are also welcome.
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Unified P.E class is a great experence
By Elena Rodriguez
Centralian Contributor
At Central we need 1½ credits for Physical
Education in order to graduate. Grand Forks
Public Schools started a Uni¿ed P.E. class
in the fall of 2013 for an option for students
according to Physical Education instructor Lisa
Perrault. I believe that more people should join
uni¿ed physical education classes with students
who have special needs because it will make
you aware of students who are intellectually
disabled (ID). These classes consist of students
with and without special needs. Anyone can
take this class. All that is required is having a
desire to work with students who have special
needs. It helps you understand what kind of
needs they have and how you can help them.
These students love the company you give
them and sometimes all these students need is a
friend to talk with them. If you are interested in
getting to know kids with special needs, this is
the class for you.
In this class we play a lot of games,
including basketball, soccer, and kickball
along with doing some yoga. When we play
games, we ¿rst describe the game and go over
the skills that are involved with the games.
We play the game several times and we help
students who need a little extra help with
the different skills. The games we play work
on eye-hand coordination skills, balancing
and stretching. These skills help the students
improve on the weaknesses they have. This
class also strengthens and builds on their social
skills. Both students with and without special
need bene¿t socially from being in this type of
class. It helps them interact with peers. There
are some kids that are really shy and this class
helps them to interact with other peers.
Being a part of this class helps one to
understand that everyone has feelings and
abilities. Many times students with special
needs can be overlooked and pushed aside.
They can be forgotten and not seen as a
‘real’ person. This class helps one to see
these students as someone just like him/her.
This class has helped me to have a better
understanding of what it means to work with
students who have special needs.
Ms. Perreault added, “The social aspect of
this class is invaluable to all students in this
class. The best part is you will get more from
working with these students then you could
ever give them. They are honest, pure of heart,
joyful students and we can learn so much
from them about the importance of celebrating
everyone for who they are”.
Sometimes motivating the kids can be
really dif¿cult because they are distracted and
just talk to the other kids. Sometime we have to
do silly stuff to motivate them. Being silly has
helped me with some of my own fears. It has

helped me to be more open when around other
students.
By joining this class my interest in working
with students with ID has strengthened. The
kids that I help make my day a whole lot better.
They are always happy in whatever they are
doing. I have learned from them. Ms. Perreault
feels this class offers a lot of opportunities and
that students gain valuable experience working
with students with disabilities.
This year at Central there are nine students
with special need and only two (I am one
of the two) students without special needs
participating in the uni¿ed physical education
class. The good news is that as of press time,
there are 19 regular Ed students enrolled in
uni¿ed P.E. classes for next year. Both nonspecial needs and special needs students bene¿t
from taking this class and it is NOT a hard
class. This class is very fun! Another perk is at
the end of the semester we get to go bowling at
one of our local bowling alleys. I see this class
as being a ‘win-win’ situation for everyone
involved. I wish this class started back when I
entered high school in the 9th grade because I
would have taken it all four years.
One of the students in this class, I have
known since kindergarten. I knew he was
different, but I treated him the same as
everybody. When I was in the 7th grade, I
started reading to him for a half-hour every
day. His favorite book was about the Three
Little Pigs and when I would get to certain
parts of the story he would stop me and ¿nish
the phrase. He loved this book and I enjoyed
reading it to him. I believe this is when I
realized I wanted to work with children who
have special needs. Once again, I was able to
interact with and help my long-time friend.
I encourage everyone to consider joining
this class next year. I strongly believe you will
not be disappointed. What will kids learn from
this experience? Ms. Perreault says, ”This class
not only helps work on skills for P.E. but you
learn a lot of life lessons, for example patience,
compassion, understanding of differences in
people and acceptance of those differences”.
As I have already mentioned, all you need
is to have a desire to work with students
with special needs. If you are thinking about
teaching or working with kids with special
needs in the future this class would be for you.
Overall, it is a great class for everyone to take.
Ms. Perreault, uni¿ed P.E. teacher would like to
see a ratio 2:1 of kids with non-special needs.
The bene¿ts outweigh the challenges. I have
received more than a grade out of this class. I
am a better person since taking this class and I
do not look forward to it ending.
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Middle School vs. High School

By Lauren Kiley
Staff Writer
High school is always so different from middle school, and they do little to prepare us for
the transition.
I remember last year fairly well. I attended Schroeder Middle School. The differences are
very prominent. I have noticed that there is a lot more freedom in high school. For example,
we were never allowed to go to our lockers or classes before the 8:30 bell. We were always
restricted to the library or commons. (For those who didn’t have morning band or orchestra.)
Here, we can go to and from the library and commons as we please, we can go to our lockers,
and head to our classes. It was very surprising when I realized that.
Another thing that I didn’t expect was how there are bells dismissing you to your next class.
In middle school, we had to have the teachers tell us when to go. I must say I like having the
bells dismiss us better, although you can’t have a teacher dismiss us a minute or two before
the required time. (Though, it rarely happened, it still was possible.)
Something that was surprising was that we could leave lunch at anytime. In middle school,
we had to sit down and wait for a teacher to dismiss us table by table. We also had to ask to
use the bathroom. Looking back at that now, it seems very elementary school. I knew that we
could go elsewhere for lunch, but the thought never occurred to me until this year. I can’t say
I’ve ever gone outside during the school day, let alone leave for lunch, but it sounds like fun.
There are also many more lunch choices than last year, which is nice.
I honestly didn’t know what to think about starting high school. I was scared and excited
at the same time. I remember one of my biggest fears was that I would get lost, but turns out
it was no more dif¿cult than navigating Schroeder. Looking back on that now, I feel kind of
silly for even worrying in the ¿rst place. Though, I suppose I’m not the only one.
I really appreciate having more freedom. In high school, we all have a lot of responsibility.
I de¿nitely enjoy the atmosphere of high school. I’m really having a great time and I am
excited to spend the next three years here at Central.

Why don’t we eat our own fruit or vegetables?
By Krystal Hofherr
Staff Writer
Every single day I see more and more people throw their fruit and or vegetables away
during breakfast or lunch. Why don’t people eat their fruit, but eat everything else? Asking
my friends at our lunch table, they simply said “It tastes weird.” or “I don’t have time”.
If we don’t eat our vegetables or fruits, why do we have always to take them? I understand
it’s about having to have healthy choices and to have the “My Plate” from the ¿rst lady
Michelle Obama agenda, but isn’t having the choice enough? I mean, it’s our or our parent’s
money that we’re spending on things that we don’t even want to eat. If you know that you’re
going to throw it before you pick it, why pick it?
Another thing that bothers me is wasting food. Because of this rule, so much food is
wasted. We’re taught when we’re little to not take something if we’re not going to eat it. “If
you know that you’re going to throw it before you pick it, then there’s no reason that you have
to take it, because it will end up in the garbage anyways,” Fatema Suleiman, a sophomore
explains. Having the same perspective as her, I still believe we should have the choice to take,
or not to take fruit or vegetables.
In the mornings or at lunch, people love to grab the Bene¿t oatmeal chocolate chip
breakfast bar. We always hear, “you have to take a fruit or vegetable” by the lunch ladies.
Why can’t we just have the bar? It’s a waste to take a fruit because I see so many people walk
from the line of the deli, throw their fruit or vegetable away, and walk out of the cafeteria
pocketing their breakfast bar. It’s wasting food and school district money. They wouldn’t have
to order as much food if students were actually allowed not to take it.
What I personally do is take a whole orange, apple, or banana to save for later. It’s a great
snack after working out and it saves wasting food. Another thing you can do is give your
extra food to a table friend. You wouldn’t get your daily fruit or vegetables, but you wouldn’t
tossing it in the garbage. You’ll make your friends day and your friendship will grow even
stronger.
This is a very controversial topic and I understand if the people who make this force food
policy have very different feelings about it. I’m pretty sure it’s not only our school that is
having this problem.
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Making the best of snow days
By Gracie Dahlen
Staff Writer
This winter has been so mild and
wonderful... not. It seems as though we had
blizzard after blizzard, and just when we got
that sweet taste of spring, what happens?
It blizzards again, so horribly, in fact, that
school was canceled the next day to dig out.
Yes, two more snow days left us wondering
how on Earth are we going to make this up,
but that’s another story. So, my question
to students was “what did you do on your
snow day?”
Mikailah Dale said that she spent her day
playing The Last of Us, sleeping, bugging
her brothers, writing, and drawing.
Maddie Van Galder and her brothers
had contests to see who could go farthest
into the snow. The winner got to eat the last
cookie. The next day, dig out day, Maddie
and her sister watched Frozen in their
pajamas and didn’t leave the house at all.
Riley Folson spent his snow day laying
around, watching TV, and going to work
out.
On the ¿rst snow day, I hung around the
house all day enjoying every second of the
Monday I didn’t have to spend at school. I
went out to breakfast with my family, uncle,

and cousin. Then later my cousin and uncle
came over to play the best board game ever,
Catan. My family is super competitive so
it gets pretty vicious. When they left, my
dad wrangled the rest of us into playing
pinochle. My mom and I destroyed the
competition: my dad and sister. It was
awesome. The rest of the day was spent
watching television.
On dig out day, my dad dragged my
sister and I out to the farm to help get rid of
the snow for my grandma. It should have
been that simple, but it wasn’t. My dad got
the loader stuck and enlisted my help to get
it out. That was not a good idea. He wanted
me to pull him out with a tractor, even
though my family farms, I had never driven
a tractor before. So there I was my ¿rst time
driving a tractor, and I had to make sure that
a chain got tight but that it didn’t break. I
broke the chain three times. Eventually we
did get the tractor out, and my 13-year-old
sister, Joy, rode around in the loader the rest
of the day.
Over all I think the snow days were
worth it. I had so much fun on my days off,
and it sounds like a lot of other people did
too.

The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly of North Dakota
By Fatema Suleiman
Staff Writer
Sometimes you feel like you can’t stand this place; other times you feel like you’re
proud to be living here. Welcome to the life of the average North Dakotan. Though this
state has its drawbacks, there are also some positive factors of life in ND (if you really try
to dig for them). This is my compilation of “the good, the bad, and the ugly” of the Peace
Garden state.
Admittedly, the cons roll off the tongue a lot quicker than do the pros. The weather
easily tops the list as the “ugly” part of this state. We barely have a spring season, and the
dirt-ridden, brownish snow lingers a lot longer than most people wish it would. Though it
varies from year to year, we typically have about two blizzards a year that dump enough
snow in front of your door to trap you indoors. The amount of snow in your driveway could
¿ll a swimming pool, and if you melted the snow in the streets, you could turn them into
rivers.
The bad part is that everything is so far from everything else, especially within a city.
You can hardly walk to the grocery store because it is nowhere near your house. “Close” is
relative, as it depends on the amount of driving involved. A trip to Walmart involves a tenminute drive (for me, anyway) but a trip to Target only takes ¿ve, therefore making Target
“close”, even if the walk to Target takes a half hour. The layout of Grand Forks is pretty
spread out, and with its expansion, things are only getting farther.
The “good” is the safety and quietness of this place. The low population and scatter of
farming communities across the landscape makes this state a good one for settling down in,
as it’s not crowded with people and cities. You can leave your things outside and actually
expect to see them again. Unlocked doors are not a death sentence. And it’s nice to know
that if you park your car outdoors, it’ll still be intact by the time you get back to it.
Hopefully, this list was relatable to your experience of living in ND. Don’t get me
wrong; this place is great. It’s just not for everyone.
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Next school year to start in September
By Heather Riggle
Staff Writer
If you haven’t heard yet, the start of
the next school year will be very different.
Change is coming. Instead of starting classes
in the middle of August, students will start in
September after Labor Day on the 2nd and 3rd.
The winter holiday break will also be longer,
but that’s only because of where Christmas and
New Year’s Day falls on the calendar. After
February, there will barely be weeks that aren’t
¿ve full days. And the last day of school is in
June on the 5th in 2015. That’s a lot of change
compared to what we are all used to. I have
heard a lot of mixed opinions. All of us seniors
don’t really care because well, it doesn’t affect
our lives. But my question is, what do the
teachers think of it?
“I like starting later, more summer to
enjoy. Also in August it’s hot, people are still
vacationing,” Mrs. Kalka said after looking
over the new schedule.
I asked some other teachers as well, but
many choose to be anonymous. Mainly all
of them liked it; the only thing they wanted
to change was the hockey state tournament
days being off. They thought we shouldn’t
take those days off and put a break in May or
March, the months with no breaks at all.

Some of the teachers had kids who are in
elementary still, and in August they would get
very uncomfortable in the non-air-conditioned
classrooms. “My wife teaches in one of
the elementary classroom rooms with no
air conditioning,” Mr. Berglund said. “In
August, the room temperature reaches almost
90 degrees even when they have big, loud
fans going and the kids just swelter in sweat.
They’re miserable and it makes it extremely
dif¿cult to concentrate on school.”
It does make sense to start later because
May is usually still cool and August is usually
the hottest month in North Dakota.
Overall I’ve heard good things about
the new starting date for next year. Many
other schools around the state are going to it
next year and it may go a statewide vote. In
Minnesota, it’s already state law that school
cannot start until after Labor Day.
I know some students are not in favor for
it, mainly because of the thought of going
to school until June, but they will live. I
personally can’t have an opinion on this topic,
because I’m a senior. But if I wasn’t, I would
like the change. In our climate, it’s likely
we will miss days because of our winter, but
hopefully we will not have to miss days in the
future because of the heat.

Cheesy Grilled Goodness

By Alyssa Black
Staff Writer
Listen, you hear that? Do you hear the sizzling of the skillet? Can you smell the cheesy
goodness that your parents are preparing for you that is a grilled cheese sandwich? I bet this is
what a good part of your childhood sounded like if grilled cheese was a popular food in your
house. If you’ve ever had a grilled cheese sandwich then that means your childhood was/is
awesome. April is National Grilled Cheese month. So go home, whip out your tomato soup
and maybe some deli meat, or just go plain cheese and bread and make yourself a sandwich
in appreciation to this month.
What do you get when you combine the man who is responsible for KRAFT foods with
“the father of sliced bread?” You get a creation in the early 1920s that is a favorite for kids
and adults alike, even to this day. Back when they ¿rst started to become popular with the
creation of sliced bread and the famous cheese singles we know and love today, the grilled
cheese was called a “toasted cheese” or “melted cheese” sandwich. Whether you make it in a
pan, or go “Benny & Joon” style and make it with a clothes iron like Johnny Depp’s character
did in the 1993 movie, your grilled cheese will probably end up tasting fantastic, as they are
very dif¿cult to mess up.
Grilled cheese has been a big part of American lunch and dinner history if you think about
it. A lot of us probably ate them as kids. Truth be told, we probably ate a lot of them. Granted,
they aren’t the healthiest food in the world, but they sure are delicious. So delicious, in fact,
that Americans eat over 2 billion grilled cheese sandwiches each year (greatest.com). That’s a
lot of cheese.
Making a grilled cheese sandwich is probably easier than eating it to tell the truth. All
you do is butter up some bread, slap a piece of cheese in between two slices and heat it in a
skillet until the cheese and butter is melted. That’s it. Now, that’s not the only way to make
a grilled cheese sandwich and the grilled cheese police aren’t going to arrest you if you do it
any other way. So take a chance in these last days of April, make yourself a grilled cheese and
appreciate this classic American sandwich.
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April is national poetry month,

spoken word poetry growing in Fargo
By Olivia Longie/Hennen
Staff Writer
April is national poetry month, and
as poetry is one of my lifebloods, I
decided this would be an appropriate
time to write an article suggesting
some poets of whom I enjoy reading
and to inform you all about poetryrelated events that take place in the
surrounding area. I also thought it
would be important to touch on why
poetry itself is so important to every
aspect of life.
One of my very favorite poets is
Sylvia Plath, which I’m sure is no
surprise to those who both know me
and are familiar with Plath’s work.
As a fellow neurotic woman, I relate
to her work in an exceptional way.
In addition to being a poet, she also
wrote one novel, which was regretted
by many publishers initially and is
now known by everyone in the literature community. However, The Bell
Jar has been banned from quite a few
schools because some very surface
level people think the novel may
cause the reader to kill themselves
because its something the character
in the novel debates but ultimately
doesn’t do. It’s all very silly. The
¿ftieth anniversary of her death was
just this past February and her work
is continuing to inspire generations of
people.
Anne Sexton is another female
poet that I owe a great deal to. She
has an extensive amount of material; there are very thick books which
complete collections of her work.
The thing that is especially intriguing about these talented, troubled
women is that they themselves were
friends. After Plath’s suicide in 1963
Sexton wrote a poem called “Sylvia’s
Death”--it’s contents being obvious.
Nick Flynn, who was a panelist and speaker at last years writers
conference--(right here in Grand
Forks!) also has talent leaking out of
his ears. He has many books of poetry

released, a lot of which are available
at the UND bookstore.
In Fargo, a mere hour and a half
away they have an organization
called ‘Outlet Poetry’ where they give
anyone who wants to the opportunity
to share their poetry on stage--spoken
word or not. The truly phenomenal
thing about this is how many people
not only partake, but just show up to
the events and listen. To my knowledge, we don’t have anything of that
sort here, but who knows what the
future may bring. If you’re interested
in sharing your work with a supportive audience I think it would be wise
to go to Outlet. They have a Twitter
page where the dates of each session
are.
Poetry is one of those things
that people tend to shy away from,
probably because of its general open
endedness and extensive room for
interpretation. Poetry is apart of the
arts (which should always be appreciated) and without it and art in general,
I think we would feel as though we
lack meaning in life. Writing poetry
isn’t for everyone, but appreciating its
general captivating sense of imagery and grasp on emotional turmoil
(among other things) is something
everyone can do. To quote William
Butler Yeats, “Out of the quarrel
with others we make rhetoric; out of
the quarrel with ourselves we make
poetry.”

<gflZ][dm]d]kkaf=f_dak`[dYkk
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By Brady Terrill
Staff Writer
To all the students that think they are too
cool for reading in their English class, I have
a solution to your problem. All you have to do
is open up a web browser and type the words,
‘Thug Notes.’
Comedian Greg Edwards plays a character
by the name of Sparky Sweets, who usually
shows what it’s like to be a straight G by his
wardrobe, which consists of mainly shorts,
tank tops, do-rags, caps, and chains. The
difference between Sparky and the rest of the
English dropouts is that Sparky is well aware
of the importance of reading.
In his videos, he summarizes classic
literature and gives an analysis of the story.
But instead of just explaining what the story
is about, he translates his summaries into what
some might call “street language.” The real
irony is that his literary analysis of the stories
is quite insightful and it gives you a deeper
level of understanding.

The stories that Sparky covers are stories
that we read in our English classes here at
Central. He covers Romeo and Juliet, Dante’s
Inferno, Frankenstein, The Odyssey, Animal
Farm, Fahrenheit 451, Of Mice and Men,
Hamlet, The Catcher in the Rye, 1984, To Kill
a Mockingbird, and many more from Central
English classes.
Though he seems like he is joking very
regularly, all of his videos are accurate to
what the story is about. The language can be
crude, but profanity is bleeped out. It is all
based on getting the lazy students to get a little
bit in their mind about the stories. The same
would go with Spark Notes, which has been
summarizing classics for a while now.
Thug Notes have been tossed all around
newspapers, including the Huf¿ngton Post,
New York Times, and the Independent. So
if you’re having some English literature
problems, looking up ‘Thug Notes’ might be
helpful.

Book Club is back

By OIivia Longie/Hennen
Staff Writer
Yes, it’s true; book club is back! If you recall, it was cancelled last year due to lack of
members. Lack of members is not something we want again, so here I am, encouraging you
to join me in the vast journey that is book club. It’s a welcoming, low-pressure club that could
always use new faces. It meets approximately every two weeks to discuss the book that has been
chosen among the group.
During the month of April we’ve been reading The Stranger by Albert Camus; a truly
captivating novel about a nihilist man. If that’s not your cup of tea, then come down to Ms. Kost’s
room during a meeting and suggest a new novel. Reading is good for the mind, heart, and soul.
If you are one of those teenagers that isn’t fond of reading you should de¿nitely come and we’ll
convert you in a non cult-like manner.
Speaking of books, how about Central’s library? Such a vast selection of literature, all
available to you for free. What an incredible thing. The library also has a box for book donations
for a school whose library burned down. And, some incentive, for every book you donate you get
your name put into a drawing for neat prizes. Books and prizes, there is little better than that.
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Q and A with the Student Council President candidates
Editor’s Note:
A few students were mentioned as
possible candidates for Student Council president for the upcoming election,
but at press time, only Sam Shafer
and Jordyn McClain responded to
the questions from Olivia LongieHennen.

Q & A with Sam Shafer
What made you want to run for gfc student
body president?
I was watching House of Cards (the second
season) a few months back and I thought “Wow, I
should be like Frank Underwood.” In saying that
I don’t mean that I was inspired to push reporters
into trains or attempt to overthrow a President.
Rather I feel that campaigning and serving
in “political” of¿ces provides an interesting
experience in a ¿eld that many people will
remain ignorant to until far later into their life.
With that experience comes the ability to affect
legislation at a high school level, be it through
Spirit week theme decisions, what color to wear
for Pink Out, or even what the prom banner is
going to say.
What do you think you’ll do for GFC?
My main goal for of¿ce would be to increase
the power that Student Council has over school
rules. From my experience with Student Council,
as well as some reception I have gotten from
other members of the council who will remain
anonymous, it seems that the input of the council
and the student body in general could be more
inÀuential. Treating earbuds like a Schedule
I substance is a good example of this. Based
on how many students I’ve personally seen
attempt to hide their music it appears evident
that people like listening to music at school. If
they are sitting in the lunchroom a free period,
whose education are they disturbing by popping
in an earbud and indulging themselves in some
funk? Shutting down a students willingness
to pacify themselves seems to go against the
administration’s constant urge to treat us like
children. If I am elected student body president,

I will push to evolve these pre-school rules into
something that feels a little but more like an
elementary school.
What are some things you want to do or
change?
As I previously stated, earbuds in school are
a crucial human right that are currently being
violated. “White Out” Day is also something that
needs to be reconsidered. It seems unbelievable
that no one ever thought that this might make a
few people uncomfortable, yet they refused to
let cowboy day pass for spirit week because it
offends Southerners.
Why are you better than the other candidates
running? By experience with Student Council
is rather unique. That is to say I am not an actual
elected representative of my second period class.
Rather I made an appeal to the Student Council
in order to run for their most highly valued
leadership position under the value of democracy
and the openness of a real election. On the other
hand, I have had political experience in the
past as a student congressman. This means that
I have had experience with more hypothetical
power than every Student Council in North
Dakota combined. You see, in Student Congress
we vote on both national and foreign affairs. In
the past, issues including the bombing of Syria,
war with Russia, and funding a national health
care system. Sure these bills do not actually
affect anything outside of our game of political
Dungeons and Dragons; nonetheless they train us
well in the art of democracy.
Do you think you’re ready to take on being
student body president? That is a good
question. As I stated previously, my experience
with Student Congress has prepared me mentally
for stressful nature of politics. I am aware of the
decisions that I will have to make as President,
and I am willing to take responsibility for my
actions. On the other hand, the job of a President
can be physically dangerous one. Over 20
attempts have been made to assassinate United
States Presidents, four of which being successful.
This means that I will just have to work even
harder as to avoid provoking the student body.
Who else is running? Taylen Lewis is the only
other candidate that I know of. Luckily we have
formed a political alliance, enabling us to work
together in the name of justice. We are a modern
day Batman and Robin. Just which one of us is
which is up to the voters to decide
.Why do you want this? The power to promote
change is something that has always been valued.
I feel that I have the potential to use this power to
bene¿t Central as a whole, as I am able to place
ideas on the table when the time comes. Just how
I plan to handle this power is something I am still
contemplating, but I can promise that corruption
is simply not an option. I will make it my duty to

remove corruption deep within the workings of
Student Council if need be, but the investigation
is still ongoing.
How bad do you want this? Ever since the ¿rst
time I watched Napoleon Dynamite I knew that
I wanted to be the student body president. This
leadership role is the most signi¿cant leadership
role a Central student can take; victory ensures
that your name will go down in the history
books. With this in mind, I would classify my
want for this position as something of a lifelong
passion.
What made you want to run for this? The
13th and ¿nal episode of House of Cards season
2 (I’d highly recommend watching this series).
Frank Underwoods hard fought struggle to grasp
the Presidency is one that I was able to take
inspiration from, spurring my decision to inquire
about running.
How serious do you take this? Seriously
serious.
Do you think this is a joke? I do not appreciate
your hostility.

How devastated would you be if you didn’t
win?
I would probably just attempt to get held back
another year so that I could run again. Generally
Presidents are older anyway.

Q & A with Jordyn McClain
What made you want to run for GFC
student body president?
After being elected as one of two junior class
representatives this year, I realized that I’d
like to be increasingly involved with Student
Council, because I enjoy the program. Other
than that, I think working with my peers is fun,
as is being involved with GFC activities in
general.

What do you think you’ll do for GFC?
I can offer open-mindedness to all thoughts,
opinions, and ideas, and then extend that into
effective communication between students and
staff.
Do you think you’re ready to take on being
student body president?
I like to think that I am! Except for the fact
that I’ll have to get used to delivering the
announcements every day… I’m not very good
at speaking on the announcements.
What are some things you want to do or
change?
Well, ¿rstly I’d like to implement a threeday school week and a six-month summer. I
also believe our school lunch should entirely
consist of Red Pepper and Caribou Coffee.
Just kidding. But in all seriousness, I’m all
about giving voice to the students. I feel
as though there’s an inadequate system of
communication between students and staff/
administration. Sometimes, as students are
younger and inferior on the chain of command,
their (valid) opinions are not voiced – I think
I can act as a good mediator for that reason.
Some of our spirit days are also pretty lame;
I would like to see to it that we have better
themes (and therefore more participation) at
GFC sporting/spirit events. Also, another Àaw
I’ve always noticed is our block (semester
testing) schedule. Why do we have ten minutes
to walk across the school to our next class, but
a shortened lunch period? I think the schedule
could be changed to make more sense, but I’m
not sure if a person in the class presidential
position would be quali¿ed to attempt to make
changes such as those.
Who else is running and what are your
thoughts on them?
My fellow running-mates (that I know of)
are SaNoah LaRocque, MacKenzie Olson,
Sam Shafer, and Dylan Foley. As far as my
thoughts, I know I have heavy competition in
the election, as all four are incredibly quali¿ed
candidates.
Why are you better than the other
candidates running?
I have experience in working with the current
Student Council cabinet, and I feel as though
that could help me with managing the affairs a
President does.
I’m also pretty tall, so that might make me
easier to spot and approach in the hallways if
anyone has anything to ask about.
How devastated would you be if you didn’t
win?
I’d be pretty disappointed, but life goes on. I
hope that if I’m not elected into presidency,
I’ll at least make it on the cabinet as VicePresident, Secretary, or Treasurer.
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The rejected story ideas of a Centralian brainstorming session
By Gracie Dahlen
Staff Writer
Do you know what one of the biggest
challenges each month is for the Centralian
staff? It’s trying to think of story ideas. When
Mr. Berglund goes from student to student
and leads us in brainstorming, many times
the answer is “I can’t think of anything, yet.”
We work hard each month to come up with
stories we think our peers will enjoy, but we
often draw a blank or our ideas are sent to the
rejection pile.
For those readers out there who don’t know
Lauren Kiley and myself, this article will give
you deep insights into the way we think and
how truly weird we are. First of all, I’d like to
explain why we came up with this list of crazy
ideas. It all started when Mr. Berglund asked
us for April story ideas and for the most part
the journalism staff was stumped. We hardly
had any ideas. Well that is until a little later
when Lauren and I began brainstorming up
a hurricane of ideas. We spent the rest of the

class period and a little bit of the next coming
up with the most brilliant ideas we’ve ever
had, sort of. So I hope you enjoy hearing our
fantabulous ideas.
The ¿rst idea we came up with, well
I came up with, that was shot down was
The Chinchillas. You see early this year in
creative writing class Lauren and I wrote this
amazing story about a little boy named Timmy,
but the story really heats up when Timmy
begins getting chased by a hurricane of rabid
Chinchillas. Anyway, since the creation of that
story I’ve been telling Lauren we have to get
Mr. Berglund to publish it in the Centralian.
That didn’t happen.
Another idea that will not be published is
about quirks that teachers have. Now to be
honest, this isn’t one of our weird crazy ideas.
This one was pretty good. What makes a
teacher awesome will also not be printed.
The idea I came up with was to write a few
more teacher’s ¿rst articles, but didn’t get in
the Centralian. The articles would’ve been

about teacher’s ¿rst ticket and teacher’s ¿rst
jobs. We received good feedback on a article
in the Centralian last month about teacher’s
¿rst dates, but Mr. Berglund thought the theme
might become redundant.
So this incredibly stupid article idea was all
my fault. My idea was to write an article about
mind control chips. Yes, mind control chips.
You see in Global Ed, Mr. Winger is always
talking about how there are chips that are being
invented that will help us use our brain to full
capacity, but the ¿rst things that pops into my
mind is that the chips will used to control our
minds.
If you thought that was bad, here’s the rest
of our list of Shot Down Story Ideas:
-conspiracy theories— (such as Flight 370,
Area 51, the Kennedy Assassination, the
Denver air port, and Shakespeare’s writing),
-favorite books,
-favorite movies,
-what would the world be like if teens ruled,

COME VISIT US
North Dakota’s energy boom has created not just jobs, but also
a remarkable opportunity for people with energy degrees.
Be one of those people. BSC’s National Energy Center of
Excellence offers twelve energy-related degree and certiﬁcate
programs online and on campus.
Visit us to learn about the energy industry and the training and
education BSC offers. Tour the National Energy Center of
Excellence, and meet with faculty and staff to discuss your
future.

Schedule a visit today!
bsc.energy@bismarckstate.edu
701-224-5651

-ideas for inventions by students,
-What you do on Friday Nights,
-quirks teachers have,
-strange collections people have,
-children in parent’s class,
-CHINCHILLAS!!!,
-favorite silly face,
-Game day superstitions,
-internment camps in western ND,
-what Central was like in the past,
-weirdest dream ever had,
-favorite grade in school,
-TIMMYSAURS!!!,
-Why is gym our favorite class in elementary, but our least favorite in high school,
-everything that’s banned at school,
Well, I hope you enjoyed reading the
Rejected Story Ideas of the Centralian. Who
knows, some might make the cut some day.
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Spring
Sports
Boy’s Golf

By Gracie Dahlen
Staff Writer
It’s spring in North Dakota, which
means it’s time for Àowers, warmer
weather, and boys’ golf. Yes, the boys’
golf season is just beginning.
Coach Cichy said the top returners this
year are Jacob Wavra, Jason Kuntz, Riley
Peterson, and Andrew Thompson. He
also said their top newcomers this year
are Skylar Belgarde, Triston Common,
Christian Seng, and Alex Barta.
According to Cichy, the strength of
the team this year is the competitive spirit
of the boys. “We have many athletes that
compete day in and day out for a chance
to play at meets,” he said. “I believe that
competition will push the boys to work
harder throughout the year.”
Junior Triston Common actually saw
a bene¿t of the cold practice conditions
this spring. “Some teams were unable to
practice because of weather so hopefully
toughing it out will bene¿t us.”
Coach Cichy also said consistency is
what they really need to work on. “At this
level,” he said, “it’s hard to be consistent
from one tournament to the next.” He also
added that this was partially due to the
weather conditions and the variations in
the courses and because of that, the team
scores vary greatly. “I want us to remain
consistent throughout the year to put us
in a good position going into the regional
and state tournaments,” Coach Cichy said.
According to Sophomore Skylar
Belgarde, the thing the team needs to
improve on is leadership because “we no
longer have the heart and soul of Central
Golf, Ty Kennedy.”
Common said he expects the team will
need to work on its short game (putting,
chipping and 100 yards and in). “It is
where you make the most of your strokes,
so it’s the area I practice the most.”
Coach Cichy’s goals for the team
this season are simple; “improvement,
improvement, improvement, and the state
tournament.”

Lastly Cichy said, “Over the past few
years, these boys have been scoring in
the bottom half of regional meets. I think
we belong in the top half.” He also added
that they don’t need to win meets to be
successful, but winning would be a bonus.
“We’re going to focus on improvement
every week. I want this team to get a sniff
of what it’s like to contend.”
Belgarde said, “we’re an experienced
team, and that {experience} will take us
a long way.” He also said that all ¿ve
varsity returners competed in the ND
State Tournament at least once. His goals
this season are to place in the top three
as a team at state. Individually, he’d like
to win the state tournament. He also
added that consistency was going to be
very important if the team was going
to succeed. “Just like any other sport;
support from our classmates helps!” he
said.

Boys’ Track

By Savana Middleton
Staff Writer
The boys are back at it with their top
returners of the season, Camron Roehl
(Distance), Jake Mussman (Triple Jump
and Long Jump), Terence Adams (Discus
and Shot), and Leif Larsen (Distance).
The top newcomers are Chris Caraballo
(Middle Distance), Thomas Devine (Pole
Vault), Andrew Arnold (Hurdles), Darian
Colgrove (Hurdles), and Bilal Suleiman
(Triple Jump and Sprints).
“We need to keep improving as the
year goes on, we have a large number of
freshman and sophomores. They will gain
experience and hopefully we can qualify
some short relays to take a group of them
to the state meet in Bismarck,” says Coach
Allan about the main goals of this season.
Bilal Suleiman also says another main
goal is making it to EDC and the State
meet.
Distance runners are the biggest
strengths of the team because of them
being their biggest point scorers. “Camron
and Leif will lead a group of distance
runners that should do well, but our triple
with Mussman and Bilal will also be a
team strength,” says Coach Allan.
“There is some good competition,” says
Bilal Suleiman, “but we can de¿nitely
compete with anyone.”
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Baseball
by Lizzy Dorner
Staff Writer
Boys’ Baseball
April is kicking spring sports into
high gear, and baseball is no exception.
Head Coach Kyle Beckstead says this
season the Knights will have good team
speed and defense. Their top returners are
Kaleb Binstock, Cole Kirchoffner, Kaden
Monette, Conner Sander, Alex Severson,
and Zach Walz. Senior Kaden Monette
says that the vast number of varsity
returners with good experience will
GHÀQLWHO\EHDWHDPVWUHQJWKWKLVVHDVRQ
Junior Cole Kirchoffner says a major
strength in the team is their desire to be
playing the game.
Some top newcomers to the team this
year are Tristan Barrows, Wyatt Koppang,
Nick Lund, Spencer Meyer, Brock Reller,
and Zach Riskey.
Coach Beckstead says some areas
of improvements are “consistency at the
plate and our pitching staff.” Monette
says the team will need to work on
playing technique and maintaining a good
attitude.
After being stuck inside to practice for
more than a month like the other spring
teams, the baseball team will have several
home games in the next months, so come
check them out at Kraft Field.

Softball
By Fatema Suleiman
Staff Writer
The GFC softball team is feeling
optimistic about this season, from fresh
new talent to an almost snow-free spring.
With the goal of getting to the state
tournament in the back of their minds,
the team is pushing forward the effort to
perform up to par.
Top returners this year are sophomores
Abbie Ferry and Stephanie McWilliams;
juniors Mackenzie Olson and Deja Miller;
and seniors Megan Haas, Alyssa Black,
and Jessica Marynik. Freshman Willow

Rynestad and Kaitlynn Hajicek are the
most promising newcomers.
Senior Alyssa Black has a good feeling
about this season. “We have quite a few
pitchers this year with a lot of talent…
[which] will allow us to keep the pitching
fresh. We also have a lot of young talent
on the team this year,” she said.
Another strength of the team is speed.
“We have a lot of fast girls and that will
EHQHÀWXVUXQQLQJWKHEDVHVDQGLQWKH
ÀHOGµVDLG0HJDQ+DDV)HOORZVHQLRU
Jessica Marynik mentioned that with time
and experience, the “team will get better.”
As for areas to work on, Coach Darin
Schumacher said that team defense and
pitching could use some adjustment. Haas
said that sleeping enough is something
the athletes need to do because they will
play an average of two games a week and
they’ll need the rest.
Black commented that the lack of
outdoor experience makes it a bit harder
to play outside. “We haven’t been on an
DFWXDOÀHOGIRUWKHÀUVWIHZZHHNVRIWKH
VHDVRQVRZH·OOGHÀQLWHO\QHHGWRJHW
a feel for the ground and working with
the ball outside. The gym just doesn’t
simulate realistic conditions.” She added
that that communication between athletes
RQWKHÀHOGLVDOVRNH\WRWKHJDPH
The senior members of the team
decided that their goal was to “knock
someone out of the regional tournament”
and to make it to the state tournament.
Also, improving from last year and
working hard every day is something that
Coach Schumacher encourages the team
to do.
Black said that her personal goal was
to improve her pitching skills to help the
team get on the path to their goal of going
to state.
“Our program has grown so much
since my freshman year and this year we
have a team that is working extremely
hard toward our goals,” she said. “It’s
been a few years since we’ve made it to
the state tournament, so just getting there
would be a great end to the three seniors’
careers.”
7KHWHDPLVFRQÀGHQWRIWKHLUDELOLWLHV
and they’d enjoy having a Central
audience at games. “We are a high energy
team who love to have fun,” said Haas.
Marynik added, “We love to see fans
cheering us on!”
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---Spring Sports Continued

Girls’ Track

By Savana Middleton
Staff Writer
Spring has come with new seasons of
sports, and the girls are busy. The Girls’
Track top returners of the season include
Karley Ackley (9th - Distance), Grace
Finney (10th - Pole Vault), Rachel Cox
(11th - Distance), Katie McCoy (11th
- Throwing), SaNoah LaRocque (11thHurdles), Grace Roehl (10th - Distance),
and Jasmine Lindblad (10th - Throwing),
and top newcomers are Rachel Torrey (8th
- Distance), Alexis Roehl (7th - Distance),
Mandy Williamson (7th - Distance), Lexi
Grinolds (9th - Sprints), Desi Hanson
(10th - Sprints), and Sophia Nelson (10th
- Jumps/Sprints).
“Our distance squad will be the
powerhouse of our team this year. They
are coming off of an EDC Championship
this fall in Cross Country. They know
what it is like to compete against the best,
and they welcome opportunities such as
that! That con¿dence and knowledge will
be passed on to our new athletes, which
there are a lot of,” says Coach Polries on
the strengths of the team.
Con¿dence is a big key to track, and
Polries believes it’s something the team
can improve on. “The girls are capable of
a lot more athletically than they probably
imagined they were at the beginning of
the season. Each day and week they are
learning more about themselves and the
sport.”
One of the main goals for the season
is getting as many girls to place in their
events as possible. Rachel Cox says, “It’s
always a big con¿dence boost to place and
score points for the team. I would also like
to see more girls go to state. It’s always
nice to have a big team when at the state
meet.”
Coach Polries adds, “ Our girls
work extremely hard during our long
season. This winter has been an
especially cold and challenging year for
training. They would like nothing more
than a bunch of fans and friends to come
watch them out at Cushman Field. We
will be hosting the East Region Track and
Field Meet on May 17th! Come on out
and support Central Track and Field!”

Ackley on track
to be one of
Central’s best
all-time runners
By Krystal Hofherr
Staff Writer
Running, running and
more running. Who at
Central runs an average of
55 miles per week in the
summer and 40 miles per
week during the school
year? Well, it’s freshman
Karly Ackley, the top
distance runner on the GFC
Girls’ Track Team after an
outstanding cross country
season.
Many people get into a sport because a
family member is already involved in them,
and that’s how Karly also got involved. Her
big brother was also in cross country and
track. Though that’s not the only reason why
she runs. “... To have that feeling of freedom
and running as fast as you can,” Karly says.
Karly started to run in the 7th grade when
she ¿rst found her love to run. It snowballed
once she found a team and now she already
broke Central’s record of running the 4k in
the time of 14:52. At state cross-country, she
has placed 6th in 8th grade, and 5th place in
her freshman year.
Though everyone has an inspiration to do
the thing they love and Karly’s is legendary
runner, Steve Prefontaine. Her family also
is a big source of inspiration. “My parents,
siblings, and aunt come to every meet that
they can and cheer me on.” Karly states.
Running takes a toll on the human body,
along with any other sport. “... It hurts, like
a lot.” Karly says, but you have to remember
that no pain, equals no gain. Many people
competing in sports are trying to go on a
certain diet to fuel their body with the right
sources of nutrients. Though Karly goes by
her own diet “I’m on a see food diet. I see
food, and I eat it.”
According to Karly, her teammates are
very supportive of one another and it’s like a
family. If you want to join track, but are too
afraid to and wonder what others will think
of you “Do it!” Karly advises. Don’t be
afraid, you’ll be more sorry that you didn’t
than if you do.”
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Girls’ Tennis

By Fatema Suleiman
Staff Writer
Tis’ the season of Girls’ Tennis. Returning
players include Maddie Comeau, Katie Sween,
Brynn Regimbal, and Katie Sullivan; and the
top newcomers consist of Cindy Chen, Daisy
Hou, and Toria Knox. The greatest advantage
for the team is the players with the most
experience.
One area that needs to be worked on is
depth. “We lack a lot of experience at the
bottom of our lineup,” Coach Max Weisser
said. Senior Maddie Comeau said that “making
shots and improving consistency” were areas
they focused on as well.
Daily improvement and “being competitive
each and every match” are important goals the
team strives for, according to Coach Weisser.
Qualifying for the state tournament would be
ideal, both as a team and individually.
Comeau would like to add that attending
matches and supporting the team would be
greatly appreciated.

5 reasons why I think
Girls’ Soccer should
be in the Fall

By Lizzy Dorner
Staff Writer
1. Fields. The condition of the soccer ¿elds in
the fall is about 1000X better than the condition
of the ¿elds in the spring. In the fall, they
just spent an entire summer getting rain and
regular mow-jobs whereas in the spring’s ¿rst
few practices, they are almost still frozen and
roughly 98% mud and 2% dead winter grass.
2. Weather. Overall the weather is much better
in the fall for outdoor sports than it is for
spring sports. Beginning in the fall season, the
average temperature is mid 70’s then shifts to
mid 60’s for the middle of the season and closes
out with weather in the mid 50’s. The spring
season is a whole ‘nother story. The ¿rst few
weeks (or in the case of 2013 and 2014, month
and a half) are spent indoors because winter
is still happening. When the ¿elds are ¿nally
doable (see #1) we go outside. Historically,
temperatures around the ¿rst few games
hover from mid-30’s to low 40’s, mid-season
temperatures reach into the 50’s, and tops out in
the 60’s. It is not uncommon to wear leggings,
By Alyssa Black
sweatshirts, hats, and mittens to make it through
Staff Writer
those ¿rst few spring games. Conclusion to
It’s springtime again and you know what
point #2: Weather in fall > weather in spring.
that means: snow. It’s also soccer season for
3. Training. It is much easier to train outside in
high school girls. Central’s team is looking to
the summer on grass than indoors on the wood
utilize their returners and prepare the young
Àoor. It is much more realistic to begin preplayers for seasons to come.
season training on grass, the surface you’ll play
Coach George DuBois is hopeful in the
all of your games on, than to pass around on a
returners and newcomers alike. “We are
gym Àoor. It’s like starting all over again when
returning the majority of our starters from a
we shift outside because everyone has to get
season ago,” said DuBois. He says the team
used to the ball not rolling forever and actually
will be “pretty balanced offensively,” and that
having to run a ¿eld 100 yards long.
there are more people capable of “putting the
4. More Non-conference game opportunities.
ball in the net” than there were last year.
Our friends on the East side of the Red along
Seniors Nikki Dogan and Meghan Lund
with many other Minnesota schools in the area
both agree that the team needs to improve on
have their girls’ soccer season in the fall which
staying focused on the game until the very end. would give us more playing opportunities.
“We need to play hard until the game is over,”
The boys’ team plays EGF and Crookston
said Lund. Dogan commented that the team
each year, an option the girls don’t have. The
needs to improve on “keeping it together, as a
two-game Crossover tournament (that only has
team, for the whole game.”
been canceled twice in our four years) is one
7KHZHDWKHUPRUHVSHFLÀFDOO\WKHVQRZKDV of the only chances the girls get to play nonaffected the season greatly so far. The team had conference soccer.
RQO\KDGRQHSUDFWLFHRXWVLGHEHIRUHWKHLUÀUVW
5. Guaranteed Full Season. The 2013 season
game against Red River, where they ended up
was an interesting one for all involved. Winter
falling short with a 3-2 score.
2012 was pretty unforgiving and consequently
Coach DuBois is hoping the team shows
it was very late in the season when we
progress as the season furthers. “Although
played our ¿rst game. There were so many
it isn’t measureable, I would like to see us
postponements and cancellations that the
improve from game to game,” said DuBois.
athletic directors decided to slice the number of
A popular goal of the girls is to win games.
games in half from 14 to 7 and add a two-gameDogan also said she would like to see the team
guaranteed EDC tournament to determine the
work hard and eventually make it to state at the state teams. Having a fall season would ensure
end of the season.
the 14 conference games we’re allotted.

Girls’ Soccer
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Movie Preview

‘Fargo’ arrives on the small screen

Photo credit: Matthias Clamer/FX

By Olaf Notdasnowman
Staff Writer
You folks lookin’ for somethin’ to pass
the time between shovelin’ and waitin’ for
the 10 o’ clock weather forecast to come on?
Tuesdays you oughta watch dat new show
Fargo on FX, don’t cha know? It’s a crazy
one but some parts are funnier than passing
gas in church. It’s basically a ripoff of the
movie from back in the day.
The show is based out in Bemidji, real
nice country out there, I got a lake cabin
dere really truly beautiful, but anywho
it’s based around this fella named Lester
Nygaard. Dis poor fellas’ wife is always
QDJJLQ·KLPWRÀ[WKHZDVKLQJPDFKLQH
and how she married the wrong Nygaard.
Dat’s just not right, don’t cha know? Poor
fella tries to make an honest dollar selling
life insurance; unfortunately poor Lester
FRXOGQ·WVHOODIUHVKEDWFKRIOXWHÀVNWRP\
bud Erick. And if dat wasn’t bad enough da
fella still gets picked on by his high school
bully Sam. Sam’s a real cod spit. Makin’
fun of ‘em and talkin’ all sorts of rude stuff
about his wife. Ya know a fella might be
mad at his wife but dere’s some tings you
just don’t say, don’t cha know?
After Sam beats the clam’s pearl outta
Lester; Lester found emself over at da
GRF·VRIÀFH/HVWHUPHHWVKLPVHOIDVKDGH\
feller in the waiting room. Dey end up
talkin’ ‘bout sumthin’ or another but den da
stranger tells Lester he would have killed
ole Sam. In cold blood and all, don’t cha
know? At this point Lesters talkin’ like
he’s got a frog stuck in his throat. Luckily
the ‘ol nurse swoops in like a dragon on a
Norseship and takes him away.
Den some of the trusty people from the
BPD (that’s Bemidji Police Department,
don’t cha know.) Dey start snoopin’ around
in a stolen car in a farmstead all the way
from... get this, good ‘ole Grand Forks,
ain’t that somethin? Anyways, dey end
up walkin’ around on some fella’s farm

(good thing I got mine posted, I can’t afford
SHRSOHVWHSSLQRQP\WDWHUV GH\ÀQGD
mansicle. (For dose of you who don’t know
da lingo it’s for when a feller gets so cold he
turns blue and freezes, terrible thing really
happened to my bud Ollie).
Back to da other side of the story, da fella
dat Lester met walks into Sam’s business and
starts snoopin’ around but den Sam up and
kicks the fella out.
Uff Da dis is gettin long I’m chattin like
a Norwegian… well I’m chattin’ like myself
I guess.
Next thing you know you’re seein’ Sam
with a big ‘ole walleye guttin’ knife sticking
outta him? Da series of deaths make the good
ole BPD think dat there’s some organized
crime fellas from the big city just down the
road a little bit in good ‘ole Fargo!
Lester hears from a howlin’ wind dat
his bully was murdered and immediately
calls dat fella he met askin’ if he did it. Den
/HVWHUJRHVDQGRIIVKLVRZQZLIHLQDÀWRI
fury with a hammer… Jeez, didn’t see that
FRPLQJ,·PVRH[FLWHG,·PDERXWWRMXPS
RXWWDP\ÁDQQHOGRQ·WFKDNQRZ"$Q\ZD\V
DFRSVKRZVXSDQGKHJHWVÀOOHGZLWKD
couple shells courtesy of Lester’s new buddy
and then like the Ghost of Odin he up and
vanishes! I’m not gonna be a stale piece a
lefse and spoil the ending for you, you’ll
have to tune in cause der’s 9 more episodes.
It’s really a pretty strange show but I still
like it. It’s dark humor, some people say
only us Norwegians get it but who knows,
somewhere between blood spattering, on the
tv and trying to hold down my kipper snacks
I had the strange sensation to start laughin’,
don’t ya know?
If dere’s anythin I learned from this show
it’s not how to use a good’ ole ball peen
hammer it’s that “Dere’s more to life than
just Minnesota.” And I know that now.
Dere’s North Dakota, South Dakota, and
Finland. But we’re not gonna talk about
Finland.

Godzilla invades America...again
By Bradley Dawson
Staff Writer
After what many consider to be
a shameful display by the American
moviemakers in an attempt to remake the
Godzilla franchise in 1998 (this ¿lm even
earning itself the Worst Sequel or Remake
Raspberry award), many were apprehensive
about hearing that an American team was,
once again, working on an American reboot
of the popular Japanese franchise. That is,
until after the trailer was released.
This new ¿lm, scheduled for release in
theatres in May 16th, 2014, is earning hype
from all Godzilla fans, new and old. Not
much is really known about it at this time,
aside from what was shown in the trailer.
But, here’s what we do know. It will be set
mostly in America, so far it seems like it
will be mostly along the coast. This makes
sense because, as most Godzilla fans know,
Godzilla travels through the ocean for the
most part.
We also know, according to statements by
the directors and footage from the trailer, that
Godzilla will be ¿ghting another monster
along with destroying cities. There isn’t

much known about this monster, except that
it will not be any other monster from the
franchise. Godzilla is constantly doing battle
with other giant monsters, and he certainly
has a large cast of monsters to choose from.
However, this decision to instead create their
own monster has many excited, and others
wary.
Also, Godzilla will be having a design
closer to his original than in the 1998 movie.
This is a very welcome addition for fans,
as many go so far as to consider the 1998
Godzilla to be a separate monster entirely.
In fact, the 1998 Godzilla (dubbed ‘Zilla’ by
Godzilla fans) was seen to do battle with the
original Godzilla in the Japanese Godzilla:
Final Wars. Naturally, Toho joined in the
making fun of this Godzilla by having the
original completely destroy ‘Zilla’.
While there are many other assumptions
one could make about this movie from the
trailer, we don’t know much else for sure at
this time. All that is left to be said is that,
when the movie Godzilla does eventually
come out, then all Godzilla fans should be
there to witness it.
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New Jersey indie dance punk band
The Front Bottoms
By Whitney Longie
Staff Writer
The Front Bottoms are a acoustic punk band
from Bergen County, New Jersey, consisting
of two main members: Brian Sella for vocals,
Matt Uychich on drums, with the occasional
help from Tom Warren on bass, and Ciaran
O’Donnel doing the keys/trumpet/guitar.
The band formed in 2006, and were in the
local music scene for awhile, then started getting their music out to a larger audience , other
than just their New Jersey listeners. They had
two EPs, Brothers Can’t Be Friends (2008),
and Slow Dance to Soft Rock (2010), and two
self released studio albums, I Hate My Friends
(2008) and My Grandma vs. Pneumonia
(2009). Then in 2011 the band signed to Bar/
None Records which is an independant record
label, and released their 3rd self titled studio
album, The Front Bottoms in 2011. That was
the album that really got them noticed by the
public, and was a very big success.
Their most recent album, the highly anticipated Talon of the Hawk, released in 2013 was
their most successful record yet. It was praised
by indie music listeners all around, and ranked
#181 on Billboard 200, which is a big deal for
such an underpublicized and unknown band.
All of their albums released thus far are
quality, but I’d have to agree that their last two
albums really raised the bar for themselves and
bands alike. Their sound is loud, but melodic,
and the lyrics are so detailed it’s hard not to
pay attention. Both The Front Bottoms and The
Talon of the Hawk are the kinds of albums you
can turn on, lay on your bed, and just listen.
Some of my favorite tracks off their self
titled album are “Maps”, “Flashlight”, and
“Swimming Pool”. “Maps” is upbeat, and
the kind of song you need to sing along to.
“Flashlight” and “Swimming Pool” are a lot

less happy, but are such quality songs. “Swimming Pool” has nice string sounds under the
beautifully crafted lyrics. But that’s something
all of their songs have, and that’s why it’s hard
to pick favorites for this album.
Talon of The Hawk is probably my favorite
album released by them, but again, all of their
music is so great it’s hard to choose. The song
“Funny You Should Ask” is my favorite track
on this album, because it’s such a dance-y
song, and just sounds right to your ears. Other
good songs from that album are “Au Revoir
(Adios)” and “Peach”, which are both fun,
upbeat songs, one about saying goodbye to a
girl, and the other about being in love.
The thing I like most about The Front Bottoms are their lyrics. I can’t stress it enough.
Every song is so nicely crafted, reading the
lyrics is like reading poetry. There aren’t any
songs that sound worse than the others, or
clearly had less time spent on them. There is
no such thing as being disappointed in a Front
Bottoms song.
If not the lyrics, the best part about the band
is probably Brain Sella’s vocals. Admittedly, I
was ¿rst quite put off by them. He has a loud,
almost yelling voice, but not in a screaming
sense. He still carries a tune, just very loudly.
So when I ¿rst heard my sister listening to
them, I had to become accustomed to the
sound. But once I did I fell deep into their
music. Which is something you should do,
reader! The Front Bottoms are such a fab band,
and they need to be more known. So go home,
look them up, and have a jam session. Their
two most recent albums are both only approximately 45 minutes each, and once you start
listening you won’t want to stop. But if you’re
hesitant at ¿rst like I was, keep trying. Because
I can guarantee they’ll grow on you.
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By Kyle Terrill
Staff Writer
As the school year is rapidly approaching
an end, there will be less Centralians and
therefore I have less ideas for papers. Being
this is one of my ¿nal articles I decided
to get back to my roots. Rap music. Few
of you may remember my ¿rst article on
the rap group Odd Future. To end my rap
critiquing I have chosen to do a review on
A$AP Mob.
A$AP Mob were just your typical
Harlem-based rappers, producers, video
directors, and fashion designers. A$AP; the
acronym and the groups moniker stands
for “Always Strive and Prosper.” The only
problem was nobody ever listened to them
from their origination in 2007 all the way
until late 2011.
November 16, 2011 was the day A$AP
Mob made it into the rap game. All thanks
to A$AP Rocky. The Harlem native
with gold teeth and french braided hair
seemingly blew up overnight with the
internet leak of his ¿rst single “Peso.” Peso
depicts the mob mentality of the group with
key verses such as “Cause our presence is a
present, just to kick it is a blessing.” Rocky
released his ¿rst studio album “Live. Love.
A$AP”. with huge success signing a 2-year,
$3 million dollar contract.
Although he’s a little rough around the
edges I do have to say he is my favorite
of the group. His raps to me, resemble the
Àow of the Wu-Tang-Clan; over melodic
almost Euphoria, meets the hood style
lyrics.
I heard about A$AP Ferg a while after
Rocky. Mainly because he was already
a fashion designer. To be honest I didn’t
really like much of Ferg’s work very much
at ¿rst. A$AP Ferg is not intended to be
background music. The only way you can
actually build up an appreciation for Ferg

A$AP

is to actually sit down and listen to him. He
mixes relentless lyrics and Àow with R&B.
Ferg claims this style derives from his life
saying “there were times I ducked bullets
at a basketball game, and then I went to a
fashion show. I’ve experienced depression.
I’ve experienced triumph. I’ve experienced
hate. I’ve experienced love. I learned how
to be independent. I made it out of the
hood, and now I want go to the top.” A$AP
Ferg released his ¿rst studio album titled
Trap Lord on August 20, 2013. Ferg won
BET’s Rookie Of The Year Reward.
A$AP Nast is the one I know least about.
He practically doesn’t exist yet. But I
should note that I was able to ¿nd one song
by him. His debut single Trillmatic was an
homage to 1990’s rap featuring Method
Man who was originally in the Wu-TangClan. The symbolism behind this to me
looks like a passing of the hip hop crown.
I’ve been listening to these guys since
last June and they always sound like
something new and refreshing. Many of
their recordings are on mixtapes which
can be tricky to ¿nd but surely they are
out there and they are de¿nitely worth the
search.

Coming in the May Issue of The Centralian
Graduation Preview
Senior Best
Academic Pep Rally
Find our past issues online at:
http://www.edline.net/pages/gfc/about/info/centralian
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Swenson earns art award

Feature

Senior Alizjah Swenson’s artwork “Canola” earned the top prize in the Congressional art
competition. North Dakota House Representative Kevin Cramer announced on Friday that
Alizjah’s piece was chosen to hang in the U.S. Capitol Corridor Cranson Gallery during
the upcoming year as the artwork representing North Dakota. As a result of her selection,
Alizjah is also the recipient of two round trip tickets from Minneapolis to Washington, D.C.
from Southwest Airlines. Alizjah and a guest will attend a recognition ceremony to be held at
the Capitol in June.
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Nelson garners another honor

“Lucas is
a very gifted
mathematician,”
said Miles
Rodacker, math
teacher at Grand
Forks Central. “He
has the combination
of natural ability,
desire, and
perseverance that
aren’t often seen in
a high school math student.”
The top scorers on the USAMO will be
invited to the Mathematical Olympiad Summer
Program for in-depth training in mathematical
problem solving. A six-member team will then
be selected to represent the United States at the
International Mathematical Olympiad.
Nelson is also a 2014 National Merit
Scholarship Program semi¿nalist and a Gold
Team member of the ND Academic All-State
team.

A Grand Forks Central High School senior
has quali¿ed to participate in the United
States of America Mathematical Olympiad
(USAMO).
Lucas Nelson is one of approximately
270 students nationwide invited to take the
USAMO, a two day, six question, nine hour
essay/proof examinations. Nelson was invited
to participate in the USAMO following his
performance on the American Mathematics
Competition (AMC) 12 examination, and
the American Invitational Mathematics
Examination (AIME).Each year, over 350,000
students participate in national competitions
through the Mathematical Association of
America. Of these, 10,000 students qualify
to participate in the AIME. From this group,
approximately 270 students are invited to take
the USAMO.
Nelson is the only student from North
Dakota invited to participate in the 2014
USAMO.
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